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From 17th to 22nd of June in Amsterdam took place an educational trip on antiracism, antidiscrimination and 

alternative social projects. 

During this week participants from Russia, Belarus, Macedonia and Ukraine got acquainted with formal and non-formal 

educational structures for intercultural learning, civil society initiatives and met with Dutch activists and officials to 

discuss and exchange good practice in anti-discrimination youth work. 

The study visit was organized by: Action Reconciliation Service for Peace in cooperation with UNITED for 

Intercultural Action and Youth Human Rights Movement. 

The Youth Human Rights Movement activist Maxim Lobanoff shares his impressions about the week in The 

Netherlands  

What was the most surprising visit for you? 

The group “Pink in blue” at the Dutch police. The thing is that in the Amsterdam police, exist sections that work with 

different minority groups - “Pink in blue” is responsible for the protection of LGBT citizens rights. Members of this 

group cooperate with victims of discrimination or crime based on sexual orientation. The work of the “Pink in blue” is 

made visible thanks to the participation in events organized by LGBT organisations in Amsterdam, like for example the 

commemoration of the killings of Gays and Lesbians during the Second World War - held in occasion of the 

Remembrance of the Dead on 4th of May -, but also in gay-parades. 

The next one is “School without racism”- one of the oldest colleges in Netherlands where study more than 12 thousand 

students. We had the possibility to talk with teachers and students from the school, trying to discover where is the secret 

of peaceful co-existence between students from different national and ethnical background. In this school, a special 

teacher is responsible for keep an open dialogue with students from different background. He acts as a mediator and 

solves appearing problems. Besides that, there are theatre and various groups inside the school, during these activities 

students socialize with each other. During our visit we had an occasion to talk with refugees from the Middle and Far 

East. From their point of view, there are no real problems with their adaptation. 

Did you visit the Anne Frank House? 

Yes, and also the “Free2Choose”.exhibition. The Anne Frank museum is a house where during the Second World War 

was hidden the family of a little Jewish girl. During this time Anne Frank kept a diary where she described her 

experiences and feelings. At the end, the family of Anne was betrayed and deported, but Anne’s father survived and 

after the war, their house was converted into a museum. The Anne Frank House not only organizes exhibitions but also 

helps to realize projects and exhibitions in lots of different countries as part of their anti-discrimination commitment. 

One of the most successful project was “Free2Choose”. Visitors of the museum are shown short films on the subject of 

discrimination. These films rise some controversial questions and at the end, everyone expresses their opinions and 

formulate good arguments.. 

The visit to the concentration camp Hertogenbosch made a very strong impression on me. We have seen with our own 

eyes the place where the most cruel crimes happened crimes justified by discrimination based on ethnic background, 

religious affiliation and sexual orientation were committed in this place. These type of visits are today used as a very 

significant instrument to takle xenophobia. 

What kind of state structures and social organizations you visited? 

Office of High Commissioner on National Minorities of OSCE. The office was established in 1992 since then, the 

commissioner identifies and seeks early resolution of ethnic tension that might endanger peace, stability or friendly 

relations between participating states of the OSCE. Office employees told about tactics and mechanisms used, 

nowadays, in solving problems resulting from ethnical background. 

Another very interesting organisations was the Amsterdam Discrimination Complaints Committee. The Committee 

helps people who are victims of discrimination based on religious affiliation, race, gender, age, sexual orientation or 

family background. Under the request of their clients, the office workers bring the cases to court and support them 

during the whole trial. The office also monitors discrimination in Netherlands. 

The whole visit made huge impression on me. On the one hand those things we have seen in Netherlands are absolutely 

impossible and irreplaceable in Russian conditions, starting from “School Without Racism” where students from 

completely different national and ethnical background study side by side and at the same time there is a place for 

developing as individual human-being. Finishing with police group “Pink in blue”. During our trip the activists of those 

organizations we visited emphasized that the situation we see in Netherlands was not realized in one day. They also 

started from very small steps several dozen years ago. That’s why despite of all knowledge and methods we got to know 

during our visit we have got home with very clear view that big changes in society require serious and long-term work. 

We mustn’t spread our arms helplessly but make our way to achieve our aims. 
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